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Abstract—SOUSA is a Sketch-based Online User Study Application developed to aid in the creation of a universal, standardized set of sketch data. This paper describes a Secure and Searchable interface created for SOUSA (SSSOUSA) to make sketch data collection more efficient and practical for researchers and more accessible to a general audience. The expected contribution of our work will be an increase in participation of researchers and practitioners in the field of sketch recognition. We ultimately hope to develop a large, robust repository of sketch data. A motivating factor behind our work is to allow sketch recognition researchers to focus on higher-level tasks, rather than data collection. Features of our interface include a standardized collection mechanism and set of sketch data, which will allow new sketch recognition algorithms to be compared more easily with existing models. Our new interface will allow researchers to download and search their own, as well as other publically available, data gathered from collection and verification studies. This new interface will be hosted by the Sketch Recognition Laboratory at Texas A&M University, providing researchers a single, unified solution for sketch data collection and management.

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of sketch recognition currently lacks a large corpus of data with which to compare new algorithms. Without such a dataset, reported accuracies for new algorithms are not comparable to one another. Although there have been attempts at creating such a corpus, these versions have focused on a few common domains, such as circuit diagrams and family trees, and have not been flexible enough for researchers in more specialized areas. SOUSA, a sketch-based online user-study application, allows users to automatically and simply build web-based data-collection studies for any domain they choose. However, SOUSA lacked the ability to give users control over their data; specifically, the system had no way of searching through previously collected data, nor a way of controlling which other researchers can have access to the data they have collected. This paper describes an online system that allows researchers to easily set up data collection for any domain they choose. Additionally, the system makes it easy to share this data with other researchers, thus creating a repository from which sketch recognition researchers can retrieve sketch data for algorithm testing and comparison purposes.
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II. PREVIOUS WORK

SOUSA[1] was created in 2007 by Paulson et al. in the Sketch Recognition Laboratory at Texas A&M University. Designed using a Java interface and Java applet for data collection, this version allows for easy creation of collection and verification studies. Collection studies can be created in any domain, with the researcher simply specifying labels and/or images depicting the shapes for which she wants to collect samples. In a collection study, a study participant is asked to provide an example of a shape or diagram based on the provided label or image. Using the label to define what the user intended to draw, a collection study thereby reveals the intent of the sketcher. Verification studies are created from an associated collection study and can be used to understand human interpretations of images. In a verification study, a study is shown a drawn shape or diagram and presented with a series of possible labels from which to select. The study participant selects what the verifier thinks that the user intended to draw. The purpose of verification studies is to determine what a human perceives a drawing to be, thus defining probabilities of multiple interpretations for any drawn shape. These multiple interpretations can be used to determine appropriate confidence measures for each drawn shape. But more importantly, these confidence measures can be used to build recognizers that better match human perception, matching computer errors with human errors, causing recognizers to, thus, fail more gracefully as humans are already accustomed to dealing with human-type errors, creating a more human-human-like human-computer interaction experience.

Although the original SOUSA provided a simple management system, it lacked security, and did not provide data collection study creators any control over who accessed their data. Anyone who knew the name of a study could edit that study or download the data associated with it. Lack of such security prevented researchers from creating studies on our server. Additionally, the editing features were sometimes difficult to use; the description of a shape might be changed, but the description provided to participants often remained the same. Researchers did not have the option to delete studies they no longer wished to be available. Our new system solves these problems by having researchers register with a unique username. This gives researchers sole control over the contents of their studies. Further, researchers can choose to keep their studies and the associated data either public or private, on a per study basis. If a researcher wishes to share her study and data, she can
easily do so; but, she can also easily choose to keep this private. Our system also has special pages for editing studies, thus providing a systematic way to change aspects of a specific study and ensuring these changes take effect immediately. Table 1 illustrates the updated features in our system.

Other corpora of sketch data are limited to specific domains, or they focus more on labeling primitives in large diagrams. ETCHA Sketches, designed by Oltmans et al. [2] was comprised of diagrams in four domains: circuit diagrams, floor plans, family trees, and basic geometric shapes. Labels were then assigned to the primitives making up each sketch. This work was more focused on labeling portions of sketches and understanding how these primitive shapes are used to create complex diagrams. In contrast, our work is focused on enabling the creation of a large corpus of sketch data in a wide variety of domains and making this data universally available.

A data collection tool was presented at SBIM 2008 by Blagojevic et al. [3]. While this tool also aims to allow researchers to easily collect data in any domain they define, this system focuses more on gathering and labeling large systems and is thus less flexible for domains in which desired shapes cannot be described in diagrammatic terms. Additionally, our system is accessible through a web interface, making its studies and data available to researchers worldwide.

III. FRAMEWORK AND IMPLEMENTATION

SOUSA was developed to allow researchers the flexibility to create user studies in any specified domain and to afford researchers a large dataset with which to compare computational styles. Our system allows for both collection and verification studies to be created. SOUSA now uses a PHP frontend with a MySQL database; an adapted version of the original Java applet is used for sketch data collection and is launched from the web interface.

A. Setting up a collection user study

Once a researcher has registered and logged into our website, she can easily create a new collection user study by accessing the study management page and choosing to create a new study. She will choose a title for the study and choose whether the study itself and the data associated with that study will be published. If she chooses to publish the study, participants browsing or searching for studies will be able to take this study; if she chooses not to publish it, a unique URL for that study will be provided to her for intended participants. Publishing the data will make any data associated with the study available for download to any interested researcher; unpublished data is available to the researcher alone. Our hope is that most data will be published, thus creating a larger, more robust repository of sketch data, but we leave this choice to the researcher.

The researcher specifies any study directions she would like to provide each participant. This is intended to allow the researcher to inform the researcher of any general information of which she would like each participant to be aware. The researcher can then specify questions to ask of each participant prior to completing the study. This information might be used to gauge the participant’s familiarity with the domain or to gather any other contextual information the researcher deems important. The researcher then specifies shapes for which she would like to collect sketch data. These shapes can be in any domain and of any intricacy. A shape is specified by four fields:

1) a description, which will be displayed to each participant;
2) any shape-specific instructions, which will appear after the description and are intended to provide any additional necessary clarification;
3) the number of times each participant will be asked to sketch this shape;
4) a maximum number of strokes that each participant will be allowed to use to sketch this shape.

Finally, the researcher specifies any tags she would like to associate with this study. These tags will be visible to researchers and participants browsing and searching for studies and will help classify shapes into various categories. To complete collection study creation, the researcher simply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Original SOUSA [1]</th>
<th>New Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy to access web interface</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamlined study management</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to create collection studies</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamically upload (optional) sample images</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create verification studies with an associated collection study</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure user accounts</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designate studies and associated data as public or private</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View “on the fly” statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browse or search public studies and data</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download data</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download any data designated as public</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clicks “submit,” and the information is written to the database. Fig. 1 shows the collection creation page with sample values.

Once the researcher has created the collection study, she may upload sample images. When a participant takes a collection study, thumbnail images will be displayed at random. These images can provide additional clarification information to a participant, aiding her understanding of the desired shape to be sketched. Each shape can have multiple images associated with it, and a single image will be chosen at random each time a participant is asked to draw that shape. A record is kept of which image was shown to the participant for each sketch. Images are easily added by accessing the management page and choosing to upload images for a particular collection study. Fig. 2 shows the image upload page after one sample image has been uploaded per shape. Sample images are not required, and a researcher may choose to provide none at all, or to only provide sample images for a few shapes. While sample images can certainly be helpful in clarifying the desired shape to be drawn, they may also encourage a participant to draw an image that resembles the sample; for complicated sketches or ones with multiple interpretations, this may skew the data.

All of a researcher’s studies appear on her study management page (Fig. 9 shows the study management page after the example collection study—as well as two verification studies—have been created). From here, a researcher may choose to edit or delete studies, download associated data, or create additional studies.

B. Setting up a verification user study

Verification studies are created from an associated collection study; each collection study can have multiple verification studies. Verification studies are useful for understanding human interpretations of previously drawn sketches. For instance, in a perception study, a verification study might be set up to understand what participants identify as “near” and as “far” (see Fig. 3 for an example image in such a study).

A researcher creates a new verification study by accessing the study management page and choosing to upload images for a particular collection study. Fig. 2 shows the image upload page after one sample image has been uploaded per shape. Sample images are not required, and a researcher may choose to provide none at all, or to only provide sample images for a few shapes. While sample images can certainly be helpful in clarifying the desired shape to be drawn, they may also encourage a participant to draw an image that resembles the sample; for complicated sketches or ones with multiple interpretations, this may skew the data.

All of a researcher’s studies appear on her study management page (Fig. 9 shows the study management page after the example collection study—as well as two verification studies—have been created). From here, a researcher may choose to edit or delete studies, download associated data, or create additional studies.

B. Setting up a verification user study

Verification studies are created from an associated collection study; each collection study can have multiple verification studies. Verification studies are useful for understanding human interpretations of previously drawn sketches. For instance, in a perception study, a verification study might be set up to understand what participants identify as “near” and as “far” (see Fig. 3 for an example image in such a study).

A researcher creates a new verification study by accessing the study management page and choosing to upload images for a particular collection study. Fig. 2 shows the image upload page after one sample image has been uploaded per shape. Sample images are not required, and a researcher may choose to provide none at all, or to only provide sample images for a few shapes. While sample images can certainly be helpful in clarifying the desired shape to be drawn, they may also encourage a participant to draw an image that resembles the sample; for complicated sketches or ones with multiple interpretations, this may skew the data.

All of a researcher’s studies appear on her study management page (Fig. 9 shows the study management page after the example collection study—as well as two verification studies—have been created). From here, a researcher may choose to edit or delete studies, download associated data, or create additional studies.

B. Setting up a verification user study

Verification studies are created from an associated collection study; each collection study can have multiple verification studies. Verification studies are useful for understanding human interpretations of previously drawn sketches. For instance, in a perception study, a verification study might be set up to understand what participants identify as “near” and as “far” (see Fig. 3 for an example image in such a study).

A researcher creates a new verification study by accessing the study management page and choosing to upload images for a particular collection study. Fig. 2 shows the image upload page after one sample image has been uploaded per shape. Sample images are not required, and a researcher may choose to provide none at all, or to only provide sample images for a few shapes. While sample images can certainly be helpful in clarifying the desired shape to be drawn, they may also encourage a participant to draw an image that resembles the sample; for complicated sketches or ones with multiple interpretations, this may skew the data.

All of a researcher’s studies appear on her study management page (Fig. 9 shows the study management page after the example collection study—as well as two verification studies—have been created). From here, a researcher may choose to edit or delete studies, download associated data, or create additional studies.

B. Setting up a verification user study

Verification studies are created from an associated collection study; each collection study can have multiple verification studies. Verification studies are useful for understanding human interpretations of previously drawn sketches. For instance, in a perception study, a verification study might be set up to understand what participants identify as “near” and as “far” (see Fig. 3 for an example image in such a study).

A researcher creates a new verification study by accessing the study management page and choosing to upload images for a particular collection study. Fig. 2 shows the image upload page after one sample image has been uploaded per shape. Sample images are not required, and a researcher may choose to provide none at all, or to only provide sample images for a few shapes. While sample images can certainly be helpful in clarifying the desired shape to be drawn, they may also encourage a participant to draw an image that resembles the sample; for complicated sketches or ones with multiple interpretations, this may skew the data.

All of a researcher’s studies appear on her study management page (Fig. 9 shows the study management page after the example collection study—as well as two verification studies—have been created). From here, a researcher may choose to edit or delete studies, download associated data, or create additional studies.
In a verification study, however, the researcher does not designate shapes that she wishes the participant to draw. Rather, the researcher sees a list of all shapes in the associated collection study and is able to choose which of these shapes she wishes to include in the verification study. For each shape, the researcher also enters the number of times she would like each participant to verify that shape. This number may not exceed the number of samples collected for this shape; the researcher can enter any number she wishes, but when a participant takes a collection study, the Java applet will first check the number of available samples for each shape and will throw an error if there is not enough collection study data for the verification study. When a participant takes a collection study, she will be shown a previously-drawn image and given a list of labels, one for each shape in the verification study. She is then asked to choose the label which she believes best fits the image shown. When creating a verification study, the researcher may opt to also include a “none of these” option and/or a blank text field, into which the participant may enter her own label. These options may be helpful for understanding why a shape was mislabeled.

Once the researcher is done creating the verification study, she clicks “submit,” and the information is written to the database. Fig. 4 shows the verification creation page with example values. This new verification study will appear on the study management page underneath the collection study with which it is associated (see Fig. 9). The researcher can then edit or delete the verification study in the same manner as she edits or deletes a collection study.

C. Performing a collection user study

To take a public collection study, a participant locates the desired study by searching for keywords in the study’s title or by browsing in public studies. To take a private collection study, a participant goes to the unique URL provided by the researcher who created the study. In either case, the participant will be taken to a page which will ask them the pre-study questions specified by the researcher. Once the participant has answered these questions, she hits “submit” and the Java applet will load. At this time, the user is added to the database and their questions are stored.

Once the Java applet has loaded, the participant will be asked to draw an example of the first randomly selected shape. If images were added for this shape, one will be picked at random and displayed next to the textual description. The participant will then draw an example of the desired shape. Fig. 5 shows the Java applet after the participant has drawn an example of the prompted shape. She has the option to hit “save” and move on, or to clear the drawing panel and re-draw the image. Once the participant hits “save,” the data associated with that sketch is saved to a file, <shape description><user number>-<sketch number>.xml, located inside that shape’s directory in the study’s main directory. Data is saved as <x,y,time> tuples into this XML document. The XML document is created by having the applet send a POST command, along with all the necessary data, to a PHP script on our server, which then writes the XML document. Future work on the draw panel will hopefully add additional information, such as pen tilt and pressure.

D. Performing a verification user study

A participant locates a verification study in the same way as she would locate a collection study. Again, the participant is
taken to a page asking the pre-study questions, then to the Java applet. Once the applet has loaded, the participant will be shown an image drawn during a collection study, and asked to choose the label she thinks most accurately describes the image. If the researcher has chosen to include a “none of these” option, it will be listed along with the other labels. If the researcher has chosen to include a text box, the participant can enter her own textual description of the image. The participant may choose multiple labels, including the “none of these” option and the text box. Fig. 6 is an example of what the participant will see during the verification study. Once the participant saves the label, the image shown and the response are written to the database.

E. Managing Studies

A researcher’s study management page includes all studies that she has created. A researcher can easily download the data associated with a specific study. This download (a .zip file) will include data for the collection study, as well as for all associated verification studies. For a collection study, an xml file, `<study ID>-collectionData.xml`, details information gathered from participants taking the study, including question answers and a record of what images they were shown for each sketch they created. Each sketch is saved in an xml file, and these files are sorted into directories for each shape in the collection study.

For each verification study, two xml files are generated. The first, `<study ID>-verificationData.xml`, contains information gathered from participants taking the study, including questions answered as well as sketches they were shown and the response given. The second, `<study ID>-verificationStatistics.xml`, contains current statistics for the verification study, listed by shape, by sketch, and by user.

In addition to downloading current data, the researcher can also easily view current statistics for each verification study by clicking on the “View Statistics” link for each verification study. Again, there are three possible views: by shape, by sketch, and by user. Each view will produce a graph or multiple graphs detailing accuracies and will print out a list of incorrect responses. See Fig. 7 for an example graph and Fig. 8 for an example print-out of incorrect responses.

Because study security was a large factor in our work, user management provides the only access to a researcher’s studies. From here, researchers have the ability to create, edit, and delete studies, as well as to control whether these studies are published to the public. If a researcher chooses to keep a study private, she will be provided with a unique URL that she will then pass on any intended participants. If a researcher chooses to keep data associated with a study private, she will then be the only one with access to that data.

IV. Evaluation

The study creation and management features of SOUSA are intended for use by researchers in the field of sketch recognition. However, because we hope to allow researchers to gather data from a wide variety of participants, we would like our system to be intuitive for any user with some knowledge of sketch recognition. A preliminary version of SOUSA was used by two graduate students in the Sketch Recognition Lab at Texas A&M University. These students have experience with the original SOUSA and were able to give us feedback about the new features, particularly in comparison to the previous version.

Our system was then evaluated by seven undergraduate research students at Texas A&M University. These students, who have varying experience with sketch recognition, were asked to create a collection study in any domain they wished; they were asked to take that collection study as well as a few others, and then to answer a questionnaire. The home page of SOUSA provides online documentation, and these students found the documentation necessary and helpful. Most of the students found the site easy to navigate and use. One student...
even said, “It was fun and is a black hole for procrastination,” when asked to make any additional comments about taking collection studies. Several students were confused about the required fields for study creation, and we have since made changes that clearly indicate which fields are required. The pages will also indicate any fields that have been filled out incorrectly at submission time.

V. Future Work

The main drawback of our current system is that we lack the ability to archive data associated with an edited or deleted study. If a study is fundamentally changed during an edit, the previous data is associated with the new study and does not reflect the original study from which it was created. Additionally, if a user chooses to delete a study, this data is removed from the system. We hope, in the future, to archive this data; thus, maintaining the integrity of the repository, while still giving researchers full control over their studies and data.

It would be useful to have a mechanism to save a set of data at a specific moment, so that algorithms being compared could truly use the same set of data, rather than simply data gathered from the same study.

Further, we would like to give researchers the ability to add externally collected data. This would have two purposes: first, to add data previously collected to the repository; second, to allow for the creation of verification studies without an associated collection study.

VI. Contributions

We expect our work to have a broad positive impact on the field of sketch recognition through the creation of a large, robust sketch data repository. Our system will minimize the time researchers spend collecting sketch data for testing purposes, because study creation and management are streamlined and easy to use. Because published data is universally accessible, a researcher can utilize previously collected data for her testing needs. Most importantly, having a universal set of sketch data in a wide variety of domains will allow new sketch recognition algorithms to be more accurately compared with one another.
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Fig. 9. Web interface and study management page; our example study appears as the second study in this listing, along with its associated verification studies. Note that a collection study can have multiple associated verification studies, and they simply appear in a list following the collection study.